
During our school visits over in the last few weeks, we are were inevitably asked the question, “How are contract talks 
going?” With teacher contracts across the province set to expire on August 31, 2019, it is a topic that is on everyone’s 
mind.

While we are not yet in negotiations, and in fact cannot not be earlier than April 1 when notice to begin bargaining can be 
given, many teachers are bracing for one of the most challenging rounds of negotiations in 20 years.  The provincial 
government’s repeated comments about the deficit and the assertion that everyone will have to “find efficiencies” to 
address the province’s finances has clearly signalled that the education sector will not be left untouched.

As we approach this potentially pivotal bargaining round, there are steps we can take to get ready.

Stay Informed

Read email updates from OECTA Provincial and DPSU. If you are not receiving emails, please contact the provincial office at 416-925-2493 and/or 
DPSU at officeadmin@dpsuoecta.com to register your personal emails. Email updates will be the primary method of communication regarding 
bargaining.

Monitor the news for government announcements and actions, not only regarding education, but in other sectors as well. How the government 
approaches other groups may signal how they plan to deal with our contract talks. 

Prepare Financially

It is too early to know if there will be any job action, including a strike; however, it would be prudent to prepare for such action by gradually putting 
aside the equivalent of a month’s expenses and securing a line of credit.  

(Note: No job action can occur before the fall according to current regulation.)

Participate in any meetings or information rallies that may be scheduled.

Maintain a positive outlook

Understandably, we are all anxious about what the next few months will bring, but it is essential that teachers remain strong, resolute, and 
supportive of each other as we work towards a fair and just contract. 

DPSU will continue to keep members informed. As always, we encourage you to contact the Unit office with specific questions.

OTBU Task Force Report: What it Means for DSPU

Last year, a Task Force was set up to investigate the current structure of Occasional Teacher Bargaining Units and make recommendations to optimize 
effective representation of OTs. The Task Force presented its final report and recommendations to the Council of Presidents in November.

The Task Force found that there are different models of OT representation throughout the province and that different structures and practices have 
evolved that are not congruent with the original purpose of OTBUs.  Occasional Teacher Bargaining Units were originally meant to preside only over 
bargaining a Collective Agreement and were otherwise to be fully integrated into the permanent teachers’ local unit.

The Task Force makes the recommendation to align all the structures and integrate Occasional Teachers fully into current permanent teacher units. 
Resolutions hence have been brought forth to make the recommendations operational. The resolutions coming out of the Task Force 
recommendations are strung together (i.e. are interdependent) and are distinguished in the resolution booklet by the grey background colour. 
Because the resolutions amend Policies, Procedures, and Bylaws, they will require 2/3 to pass (see article below RE: AGM Resolutions).

If these resolutions are passed, they will take effect July 1, 2019 and will impact our local unit structure; hence, members are 
encouraged to review the proposed resolutions and provide verbal or written feedback to Unit release officers and/or DPSU delegates 
to AGM.  

Continue to next page for Key Recommendations
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Below is a summary of some key recommendations:

• Provision for a Designated Occasional Teacher position on the Unit Executive to be filled by an Occasional Teacher (this is an elected   
 position)
• The successful Designated Occasional Teacher representative will have the added responsibility to co-chair the bargaining team for   
 Occasional Teachers (OTs will continue to have a separate Collective Agreement)
• Provision for an additional release officer to support Occasional Teacher representation 
• Fee returns and any surplus/reserve funds will be transferred to the Unit

Provincial AGM Resolutions—What You Need to Know
At the beginning of every March Break, OECTA holds its Annual General Meeting which is the most important event of the year for our 
Association.  The democratic processes which govern OECTA are in clear display at the AGM as over 600 delegates vote on your behalf 
to elect the Provincial Executive and resolutions to amend our Handbook.

The Handbook is comprised of the Constitution, policies, procedures, and bylaws by which we govern ourselves.  

Resolutions require different percentages to pass depending on what section of the Handbook they seek to amend. Constitutional 
amendments require 9/10; Procedures, Policies, and Bylaws require 2/3; and Action  Directives require a simple majority.

Action directives are, as the name suggests, direction given to the Provincial Executive and are in effect only for one 1 year.  These 
resolutions largely deal with direction to lobby for a specific item or to investigate a specific issue and report to the assembly the next 
year. Members are encouraged to review the Resolutions and Nominations Booklet to understand what resolutions are being put forth 
and give input to DPSU AGM delegates and/or Release Officers.  Hard copies of the Resolutions and Nominations should be in your 
schools. It can also be accessed on the OECTA Provincial website in the Members Only section.
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Conflict is natural for any workplace, and schools are no different. For the most part, teachers are 
compassionate people who don't actively seek out conflict with each other, nonetheless, conflict will occur. 
However, conflict can be managed, though not always resolved, with effective communication. 

Conflicts can often be resolved by approaching the person with whom we have a conflict and asking questions 
about what has led to the situation. Conflicts escalate when people shy away from going to the source. While 
we may be tempted to ignore the issue, it is usually best to work through a concern. Minor issues left 
untended can escalate into larger issues over time. Use active listening skills to establish the facts surrounding 
the conflict. Communicating openly allows us to consider the issue from multiple perspectives, which might 
not otherwise have been considered. Seeing the conflict from another point of view often leads to 
constructive solutions.

Finding the right time to address a conflict is essential. If we wait too long to address a conflict, it may worsen. Schedule a mutually 
suitable time and place to talk. Avoid talking about conflicts in high-traffic places, like the hallways or the cafeteria. Minor conflicts can 
sometimes be solved by talking on the telephone, but avoid texting or using email in these cases. The best method is a face-to-face 
meeting. Effective communication is complex in conflict situations. Tone, facial expression, and nonverbal cues facilitate effective 
communication.  

Communication should be respectful, allowing the right to disagree and treating others with sensitivity. However, if conflict worsens, 
calmly suggest a break. Allow people a chance to cool down and agree on a time to meet later. 

Conflicts among colleagues are not pleasant but, in many instances, when addressed openly and respectfully, solutions can be reached 
that solve problems and improve the workplace environment for all concerned.  

However, in those instances where these practices appear to be unsuccessful in managing or resolving a conflict, members are 
encouraged to contact a DPSU Release Officer at 905 564 7211.
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Brenda Golden, First Vice-President

Principal:

• Provides/explains to SAAC the openings to be  
 posted 
• Solicits internally, via email, before postings  
 go to entire secondary panel
Note: internal solicitation occurs before every 
posting round 

Before teacher vacancies are posted, teachers in 
that school will get: 

• An email notification of vacancy(s) identified  
 for the next school year and solicit internally  
 for such positions
• A preliminary assignment for the next school  
 year
• Surplus Teachers will receive written notice  
 and a copy of the Geographic Preference Form 

Round 1 Postings - consisting of all known 
vacancies, shall be posted for three school 
days 

Round 2 Postings - consisting of all known 
vacancies including newly identified vacan-
cies and the residual vacancies created by 
the placement of teachers in Round 1, shall 
be posted for three (3) school days

Round 3 Postings - consisting of all known 
vacancies including newly identified 
vacancies and the residual vacancies created 
by the placement of teachers in Round 2, 
shall be posted for three (3) school days 

• If only one qualified teacher expresses   
 interest, that teacher will be assigned that  
 vacancy, subject to Article 23.020.
• Should more than one qualified teacher 
 express an interest, it will be assigned to  
 one of the qualified candidates that   
 expressed interest

During each round:
• 5 most senior qualified applicants are   
 identified & and interviewed
• Vacancy offered to one of the 5 applicants  
 by email
• Teacher offered position responds via email  
 by 4:30 p.m. next day 
• If successful, applicant declines position,  
 Principal can select one of the other   
 applicants or interview the next most senior  
 qualified, & and one of the interviewed  
 applicants shall be offered the position
• If no applicant accepts the position, the  
 Principal shall interview the next five 5 most  
 senior qualified
• If the position remains unfilled, thr vacancy  
 is posted in the next round
• Positions posted will be the actual positions  
 filled by the successful candidate

SAAC:

• Ensures teachers’ preferences are considered  
 prior to recommending posting
• Recommends to the Principal subject sections  
 to be posted

To be eligible for the transfer process, teachers must:

• Complete their probationary period prior to assuming the   
 position 
• Submit an application for Posted Openings by the date/time  
 specified on the posting
• Be in at least their second year in at the same school
• Hold the required qualifications at the time of application

TEACHERS WHO ACCEPT A TRANSFER VIA ROUND 1, 2, 
OR 3 ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO APPLY TO SUBSEQUENT 
POSTINGS IN THE SAME YEAR
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 All teachers not placed for the following school 
year will receive, via email, a list of vacancies for 
the next school year.

Teachers who were declared surplus shall have 
first right of recall, in order of seniority, to their 
previous school/location until the third Friday in 
August of the same school year, should a 
position for which they are qualified become 
available at that school/location.

• In order of most to least senior, all unplaced  
 teachers shall be given a opportunity to   
 choose assignments from the list
• Teachers who do not choose assignments  
 from the list will be placed in an available  
 opening for which they are qualified, in   
 order of seniority and based on geographic  
 preferences
• Any teachers who remain unplaced shall  
 receive a list of all known one (1) year   
 long-term occasional assignments for the  
 following school year, and will be placed  
 according to seniority

As DPSU’s Worker Co-Chair for Health and Safety, I am at a different school each day. Sometimes I am not able to 
log on to a computer but need to access information. For this edition of Secondary Soundings, I am sharing some 
mobile health and safety apps that I take with me each day on my cell phone that help me in my job.

Canadian Red Cross First Aid APP (Android/Apple)

While this app is not the first place I’d go if I was injured on the job; that 
would be the competent supervisor/principal, this app provides information 
on everything from how to apply a tourniquet to how to prepare an 
emergency kit. There is also a section on the app on who/how to contact 
emergency services when travelling in different countries.

Measure Workplace Stress APP (Android/Apple)

This app contains a survey of 25 questions that are taken from the 
Copenhagen Psychosocial Questionnaire that assesses workplace stress 
factors.  Once the survey is complete, the app provides tips for managing 
stress at work. Please note, the app states that your responses are not 
collected. 

OSH Answers APP (Android/Apple)

Created by the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety, this app 
covers a wide range of workplace health and safety topics including biological 
hazards, chemicals and materials, and diseases. The information provided on 
the app comes from all provinces, but you can find specific information 
related to the Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act.

Sound Meter APP (Android)

This app can measure how loud a sound is (in decibels) and can be used as a 
general guide. The measurement captured can then be compared to 
occupational exposure limits for Ontario workers.

All of these apps can be downloaded for free, but as with any app, please 
read the permissions and terms.
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